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Environmental and natural resource economics lies inherently at the interface
between economic and natural dynamics (e.g., geological constraints, climate
change, biodiversity evolution). Building models in that field often means building
integrated models, calling on knowledge and methods from economics and physics,
climatology, biology, or ecology. Howard Scott Gordon’s 1954 article on fishery
economics is considered to be seminal in the history of bioeconomic modeling,
integrating biological and economic variables in a microeconomic model. Yet the
precise role played by biology in Gordon’s initial work remains unclear. On the
basis of archival material and thorough analysis of Gordon’s early research, this
paper examines Gordon’s model building and his persistent oscillation between two
objectives—the production of a heuristic economic model with standard assump-
tions, and the conception of a predictive policy tool relevant from a fishery-biology
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standpoint—and how he finally favored the first over the second.Moreover, contrary
to received wisdom, we show that it was not Gordon but biologist Milner B. Schaefer
who transformed Gordon’s model into an integrated model. These results shed new
light not only on Gordon’s 1954 contribution but also on a whole tradition of
integrated environmental and natural resource economics models, based on his
work.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the context of a multi-dimensional ecological crisis including climate change,
resource depletion, energy scarcity, and biodiversity loss, environmental and natural
resource economics is gaining traction in the economics profession, as testified by the
Bank of Sweden’s NobelMemorial Prize awarded to Elinor Ostrom in 2009 andWilliam
D. Nordhaus in 2018. In essence, environmental and natural resource economics is a
cross-cutting field requiring expertise, knowledge, andmethods from both the discipline
of economics and the natural sciences. Historically, throughout the twentieth century,
this cross-disciplinary approach has led to the constitution of a new scientific space,
which has progressively come to look like what Peter Galison (2011) calls a “trading
zone,” i.e., a spacewhere different communities or paradigms interact to build a common
language and common tools to address an issue. Environmental and natural resource
economists, in exchanges with other scientists, have indeed coined new words such as
“natural capital” and “ecosystem services” to build bridges with other disciplines. The
creation of discussion arenas in the 1970s and 1980s such as the International Society for
Ecological Economics also contributed to fostering cross-disciplinary exchanges
(Røpke 2004, 2005). In terms of methods, modeling has been at the heart of economic
analysis for decades, being both a heuristic tool and a “mediator” between theory and
real-world implementation, especially for policy-making (Boumans 2007; Morgan
2012). In cross-disciplinary fields such as environmental and natural resource econom-
ics, modeling methods and practices raise additional challenges as it becomes necessary
to integrate heterogeneous bodies of knowledge, modules, and variables into a single
framework (Varenne 2009; Lefèvre 2016). It is almost as if the models themselves were
trading zones requiring shared guidelines.

In environmental and natural resource economics, many of the models developed
have taken the form of integrated models coupling socio-economic and environmental
(e.g., climatic, ecological) modules to study the interactions and feedback between
human and natural dynamics (e.g., Nordhaus 1991, 1993; see Masini 2021; for a critical
review see Pottier 2014). In this framework, Howard Scott Gordon’s 1954 contribution
to fishery economics, “The Economic Theory of a Common-Property Resource: The
Fishery,” is considered seminal.1 In his article, Gordon took an analytical stance with
respect to fisheries management by building a formal microeconomic model to deter-
mine static equilibriums for the exploitation of a fishery. Gordon’smodel is composed of
a few equations describing the cost and revenue of fishing as a function of the effort

1 Gordon’s paper paved the way for renewable resource economics, just as Harold Hotelling’s 1931 paper
pioneered the economics of exhaustible resources (Missemer, Gaspard, and Ferreira da Cunha 2022;
Gaspard, Missemer, and Mueller forthcoming).
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deployed by fishermen. It considers the reduction of the fish population induced by
fishing and its retrospective action on the effort needed for fishermen to catch an
additional fish. This formal analysis of fishery economics allowed Gordon to conclude
that (i) there is a rent to be obtained by fishermen for a certain amount of fishing effort,
(ii) this rent can be maximized if fishermen focus on profit instead of catch size,
(iii) profit maximization would require a smaller effort than catch maximization, and
(iv) the absence of clear ownership of the fisheries resource results in excessive
competition among fishermen, i.e., dissipation of the rent.2 In the field of fisheries
management, this argument led to the implementation of actual private property rights to
open-access halieutic resources, in the form of individual tradable quotas (see Chu
2009).

Gordon’smodel is reputedly one of thefirst in the history of economic thought to have
integrated biological and economic variables in a single framework to represent a living
renewable resource under exploitation. His bioeconomic analysis gave birth to a whole
tradition, not only in fishery economics but also more broadly in environmental and
natural resource economics (van den Bergh 2006; Anderson and Seijo 2010; Tietenberg
and Lewis 2018; Rotillon 2019). More precisely, Gordon’s model is usually referred to
as the “Gordon–Schaefer model,” adding to Gordon’s name that of American biologist
Milner B. Schaefer, known to be responsible for the biological side of the bioeconomic
model. This designation frequently comes with a particular story of how the model was
built, attributing clear and distinct roles to Gordon and Schaefer. Gordon’s work is
presented as the end result of a long-standing modeling tradition in fishery science that
started at the beginning of the twentieth century and progressed through the successive
and gradual increase in complexity of biological population models to account for the
effect of fishing on population dynamics (Butlin 1974; Grafton 2010). Gordon would
have been the first to add an economic layer to these models by considering fishermen’s
costs and revenues (T. D. Smith 1994; Quinn 2008), helped in this endeavor by the
similarity in the mathematical modeling methods used in both fishery science and
economics (Scott 1979;Hubbard 2018). Gordon is therefore well viewed as an integrator
who built an interdisciplinary model by coupling economic equations with a biological
one, namely Schaefer’s equation for population dynamics: the logistic growth of a
single-species population (Munro 1992; Quinn 2008).

This story of an economist picking a ready-to-use mathematical function from the
relevant discipline, here biology, to build a realistic economic model seems to be,
however, at least a simplification, maybe an inaccurate reconstruction, of Gordon’s
actual methodology. A thorough inquiry into the construction of Gordon’s model sheds
new light on the building of integrated models in environmental and natural resource
economics. Although there are connections between biology and economics, the respec-
tive contributions of both disciplines to themodel seemmuchmore entangled and are not
unidirectional. In this article we propose to investigate the biological sources of
Gordon’s work and to make a step-by-step reconstruction of his research path in fishery

2 This last argument constitutes one of the first occurrences in economics of the general theoretical claim, later
called the “tragedy of the commons” by Garrett Hardin (1968), that draws a link between the lack of property
rights to a resource and its overexploitation. As Scheiber (2018) shows, however, Hardin apparently did not
draw any links between his thesis and the body of literature on the ocean commons that had developed in the
1950s and 1960s.
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studies from the late 1940s to themid-1950s. Our investigation is based upon an in-depth
examination of Gordon’s published articles, related articles in fishery science that
appeared in the years during which Gordon worked on his project, and Gordon’s and
Schaefer’s personal archives, respectively stored at Indiana University andUniversity of
California SanDiego, in particular items of correspondence for the period 1947 to 1958.3

The result of this inquiry is that Gordon’s aim when building the model was
ambiguous from the start, undecided between a heuristic contribution to theoretical
economics and predictive fisheries management. In Mary S. Morgan and Margaret
Morrison’s (1999) words, he hesitated between a model for theoretical “development”
and “exploration” and a model for policy “application.”Moreover, our study shows that
the vision of Gordon building his bioeconomic model by adding an economic layer to a
biological model is erroneous. In fact, at the outset, Gordon’s model was not integrated.
Schaefer’s contribution three years later proved decisive in providing a substantial
biological basis to the model, allowing it to become fully integrated.

Section II investigates how Gordon came to propose a theoretical analysis of fishery
economics, showing that he started with empirical work and only later came to
abstraction with his algebraic model. It reveals a tension with respect to the purpose
of the model, between the ambition to develop a heuristic economic argument with a
potentially wide range of applications and the desire to contribute to actual, predictive
fisheries management by competing in the biologists’ fieldwith amodel similar to theirs.
Section III analyzes a formal property of Gordon’s 1954 model, the concavity of the
production function, and the evolution of its justification from previous papers to the
1954 article. This reconstruction allows us to bring to light the to-ing and fro-ing
between the biological and economic foundations of the model and shows how the
introduction of a biological variable—although allowing formal compatibility with the
biologists’ model—can hardly be viewed as a substantial contribution from biology to
Gordon’s modeling work. Section IV specifies how Schaefer was able to connect his
model of population growth dynamics to Gordon’s static bioeconomic model. It puts
forward a more substantial biological concept that framed Gordon’s work and rendered
his model compatible with Schaefer’s three years later. We identify one possible
common theoretical inspiration to Schaefer and Gordon in the work of biologist Edward
S. Russell that most likely made possible the compatibility of their models. Section V
discusses the role played by biological concepts in Gordon’s methodology and points
out the success of his heuristic project at the expense of his predictive, empirical
ambition. The concluding section sums up our findings and suggests directions for
further research.

II. GORDON’S PATHWAY IN ECONOMICS AND FISHERY SCIENCE

Howard Scott Gordon was born in 1924 in Halifax, Nova Scotia. He graduated from
Dalhousie University in 1944, then won a scholarship to study for his master’s degree at
Columbia University, New York. Gordon then went back to Canada for a fellowship at

3 We are very grateful to Mary Mellon, digital archivist at Indiana University, and to one of the reviewers for
drawing our attention to some of this material and for helping us access it.
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McGill University, Montreal, in 1947–48, where he started teaching economics. In
1948, Gordon was appointed assistant professor at the newly created university of
Carleton, Ottawa, where he helped set up the Department of Economics. He was head of
the department until he left for Indiana University in 1966.

To considerGordon as a resource economist, in the sense that hewould have spent his
entire career in thefield, would be an exaggeration, notwithstanding the fact that the field
of environmental and natural resource economics, as we know it, had not yet been
established in the 1940s and 1950s (Pearce 2002; Kula 2006; Banzhaf 2019, 2023;
Berta, Debref, and Vivien 2021). In fact, fisheries were only one of his many interests.
He started with research in macroeconomics and economic policies (see, for instance,
his master’s thesis, entitled “The Concept and Components of National Savings in the
Canadian Economy,”Gordon 1947) and then moved to the history of economic thought
(Fox and Gordon 1951) and the philosophy of economics and epistemology (Gordon
1950). His doctoral dissertation, defended in 1953, focused on the role of theory in
economic thought through an overview of the epistemology of John Maynard Keynes,
Karl Marx, and Alfred Marshall (Gordon 1953a). His contribution to resource and
fishery economics consists of seven publications, dating between 1951 and 1958. After
1958, he apparently stopped working on natural resources, to come back to macroeco-
nomics and the philosophy of economics. At Indiana University, he focused on the
history of social sciences. Margaret Schabas, who had studied under Gordon, praised
him for being one of the first historians of economic thought to “break away” from
economics departments to join a department of history and philosophy of science
(Schabas 1992, p. 192f).

Gordon started working on fisheries in 1948, after his arrival in Ottawa, where he
met Fred Popper from the government’s Fisheries Department economics office, who
would later join the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization (Scott 2011,
p. 78). He then “began to do occasional work for the Canadian Department of
Fisheries” (Gordon 1984, p. 14). In the summer of 1951, Gordon was employed by
the department’s Fisheries Price Support Board to carry out a field study on behalf of
the Prince Edward Island Fisheries Development Committee. This work, which
Gordon (1984, p. 14) himself years later described as “extremely practical and
empirical,” aimed to survey the possibilities for development of the fishing industry
and led to a report, published one year later, entitled “The Fishing Industry of Prince
Edward Island” (Gordon 1952b). The scope of the report was not limited to the
catching activity per se but covered the whole fishing industry, from the “primary
industry—the catching” (Gordon 1952b, p. 1) to “processing, transportation and
marketing” (p. 35). In the first section, devoted to the catching industry, Gordon gave
a detailed account of the economic situation of Prince Edward Island’s different
fisheries by compiling statistics on landings for several species and their market prices,
the number of fishermen involved in the fishery, their equipment, and their revenue. In
this report, Gordon mainly built on field observations and descriptive statistics,
tabulated or plotted on graphs. His main conclusion was that several of the island’s
fisheries, particularly for lobster, were exploited inefficiently from an economic point
of view. Landings had not risen in years, whereas the number of traps and fishermen
had increased substantially. Hence, he pointed out the waste due to the inadequate use
of man-made factors of production, which resulted in low wages for the too numerous
fishermen involved.
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From that empirical work, Gordon began to move towards theorization. In 1953, he
published a first theoretical article in the Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of
Canada, entitled “An Economic Approach to the Optimum Utilization of Fishery
Resources.” In this first version of his economic analysis of fisheries, Gordon drew on
graphical analysis to explain fishermen’s lack of profit. Assuming a decreasing marginal
product from fishing with respect to the effort employed and a constant marginal cost of
effort, he showed that the optimum, defined as the maximization of net product received
by fishermen, would be achieved by equalizing marginal cost and marginal revenue.
However, Gordon identified the lack of property rights over the resource as an obstacle to
achieving this optimization. Because an additional fisherman would consider only the
“average production” he would obtain by joining the fishery before deciding whether or
not to do so, fishermen would enter the race for fish until marginal cost equaled average
(rather than marginal) production, hence dissipating the rent that could have been
obtained (Gordon 1953b).

Gordon therefore developed theoretical tools in the tradition of marginal analysis, in
the vein of Frank Knight and Arthur Cecil Pigou,4 to look for a fundamental root to what
he hadwitnessed in the field: a growing number of poor fishermen fighting over a limited
number of potential catches. In this context, the “overexploitation” of a marine resource,
defined in economic terms as inefficient exploitation, was due to a property issue and the
result of competition for “common-property” resources: “The argument of the following
few pages is that the overexploitation of fishing grounds which is so widely encountered
is due to powerful economic forces. The fundamental cause of this overexploitation is
the fact thatfishing grounds are, inmost cases, the common property of all whomaywish
to use them” (Gordon 1953b, pp. 449–450; emphasis in the original).

Gordon would follow this road towards theorization and generalization with his 1954
article. After the publication in a subject-specific and non-economic periodical in 1953,
Gordon attempted to publish in economic journals. He succeeded with a publication in
the Journal of Political Economy in April 1954.5 The title of his article, “The Economic
Theory of a Common-Property Resource: The Fishery,” shows an additional step
towards generalization: the fishery had become only an illustration for a more general
problem in natural resource economics. The core of the article is essentially a reworking
of the 1953 paper, with the presentation, in section 3, “The Economic Theory of the
Fishery,” of the graphical analysis of the rent dissipation mechanism in fisheries due to
the common-property issue. However, at the end of this section, Gordon added an
extensive discussion about the specificity of halieutic resources compared, for example,
with agricultural resources, and presented several examples of similar configurations of
non-appropriability for other resources—for instance, “common pasture” and petro-
leum. This development was a means of advocating the generality of his argument about

4 Although Gordon does not refer to Pigou or Knight in any of his articles, Gordon’s graphical analysis
resembles Pigou’s in all respects—for instance, the demonstration of the relative positions of marginal
product and average product curves (Gordon 1953b, p. 448f; Pigou 1918, p. 933)—and Gordon’s analysis of
the allocation of fishermen to fishing zones of different productivities until dissipation of the rent is frequently
presented as a transposition of the analysis of congestion by Knight (1924): see, for instance, Cheung (1970);
Scott (1979).
5 A refusal letter that he received inNovember 1953 shows that he also tried to have his article published in the
American Economic Review. Letter fromB. F. Haley to H. S. Gordon, November 4, 1953, Indiana University
archives, H. Scott Gordon papers, box 2, folder “1947–1958.”
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common-property resources and the necessity of implementing property rights in these
cases (Gordon 1954, pp. 134–135).

The other major difference between the two articles is the addition, in the fourth and
last section of the 1954 paper (entitled “The Bionomic Equilibrium of the Fishing
Industry”), of a heuristic algebraic model to support his theoretical analysis. Gordon
described the “bionomic ecosystem” (1954, p. 141) of a theoretical fishery with five
variables: P, E, L, C, and R representing respectively the fish population, the fishing
effort (or intensity), the total catch, the total cost of fishing, and the revenue of fishermen.
They were linked by four equations, and a fifth one gave a first order condition of
revenue maximization (with a, b, c, and q being parameters, respectively the maximum
population of the fish species, a “depletion coefficient,” a “technical coefficient of
production,” and the cost per unit of fishing effort; Gordon 1954, pp. 141–142):

P = a�bL (1)

L = cEP (2)

C = qE (3)

R= L�C (4)

dR

dE
= 0 (5)

These equations made it possible to prove, not only graphically but analytically, the
existence of different equilibria and a maximum for fishermen’s profit. With the help of
his colleague Malcolm C. Urquhart (Gordon 1954, p. 124f), this model was conceived
after the publication of the first article, during the summer of 1953, when Gordon
participated in the first Summer Study Group at Queen’s University (Rymes 1991, p. 2).
This attempt at formalization in a mathematical model can be viewed as another step by
Gordon in the direction of theory and abstraction, contributing to the extension of
mathematization in the discipline of environmental and natural resource economics.

However, the status of the model in Gordon’s work is more ambiguous than it seems.
The vision of his article as a purely heuristic theoretical contribution to economics has to
be challenged: the model might be viewed also as a predictive practical tool, designed to
help in defining actual management policy for fisheries. Fishery biologists started to use
algebraic models to describe the effect of fishing on fish stocks in the 1930s and used
them in actual management programs to determine the type and magnitude of regulation
needed. Tim D. Smith (1994) shows how fishery science has developed as an applied
science, with constant to-ing and fro-ing between empiricism and theorization. Alge-
braic models representing the dynamics of exploited fish populations were developed in
variousfisheriesmanagement institutions, in parallel with population ecologymodeling,
with few interactions between these research programs. Fishery biologists concentrated
on the impact of exploitation on fish populations, and built models that they intended to
be simple and practical for management, often by focusing on one mechanism that they
identified as the main determinant of dynamics: individual growth, recruitment, fishing
mortality, etc. We can cite, for instance, William F. Thompson, who modeled the effect
of fishing on age class structures at the Pacific Halibut Commission (T. D. Smith 1994,
p. 212); William E. Ricker, and his “spawner and recruit theory” developed to help
regulate the sockeye salmon fishery on the Fraser River, British Columbia (T. D. Smith
1994, p. 287); and the research program conducted by Oscar E. Sette, John C. Marr, and
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Milner B. Schaefer for the California sardine fishery that eventually led to Schaefer’s
“surplus production theory” that allows for the determination of the Maximum Sustain-
able Yield (MSY), which was then “adopted as a goal of management” in “many
international fisheries agreements made during the 1950s” (T. D. Smith 1994, p. 264).
Gordon’s attempts to formalize his analysis in a simple algebraic model were in line with
this specific tradition of fishery science modeling.

Moreover, in the second section of his 1954 article, Gordon discussed several general
claims on the influence of fishing activity on fish populations (among others, Ricker’s
and Thompson’s) and criticized biologists’ earlier work in fishery science for not
considering the economic aspects of the matter, in particular the cost of fishing. This
shows Gordon’s willingness to participate in debates within fishery science about
fisheries management, aside from his efforts to theorize about a broader category of
economic resources. If we follow Morgan and Morrison’s (1999) framework, Gordon
sought to ensure that his model would have both a heuristic theoretical exploration
function and a “mediating” function between economic theory and fisheries manage-
ment for public policy design. Gordon’s interest in practical management issues can also
be traced back to his empirical study for the development of the Prince Edward Island
fisheries industry, and can be identified aswell in his 1953 article, where he dedicated the
last section to “practical management policy” (Gordon 1953b, pp. 454–457).

Gordon had the ambition of rendering his 1954model applicable to real-life fisheries,
thanks to further statistical research that would allow the parameters to be determined
—i.e., by calibrating the model. From this perspective, Gordon published another article
in the Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada one year later, based on an
econometric study of Fisheries Department catch data. Gordon drew an explicit link
between this study and his algebraic model in the introduction to this 1955 article. He
conceded that the 1954model was not yet practical, because it required “estimates of the
absolute size of the species population under natural conditions and a ‘depletion
coefficient’ that measures the reduction in the population brought about by different
catch levels” (Gordon 1955, p. 85). Although the article did not provide estimates for
such parameters, and studied only macro-level statistical correlations between national
economic indicators and total catches of different species, it was presented by Gordon as
a first step in the direction of more predictive empirical studies that would lead to the
“determination of the optimum level of exploitation” (p. 85). In a letter he sent to Edgar
H. Hollis, fishery scientist at the U.S. Fish andWildlife Service, Gordon formulated this
ambition even more clearly:

Section 4 of the latter paper [published in the Journal of Political Economy in 1954]
attempts to build a general algebraic model that may be suitable for fisheries manage-
ment purposes. At present it looks pretty impractical, I fear, but I have hopes that
statistical researchmay be able to provide uswith the empirical magnitudeswewill need
in a rationally planned fisheries management programme. The Journal of the Fisheries
Research Board will shortly be carrying a report of mine giving the results of some
statistical work which I hope will be a step in this direction.6

6 Letter fromH. S. Gordon to E. H. Hollis, July 7, 1954, Indiana University archives, H. Scott Gordon papers,
box 2, folder “1947–1958.”
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Gordon’s ambition was, therefore, twofold: on the one hand, to contribute to natural
resource economics theory by providing a heuristic theoretical analysis of an abstract
resource category, and, on the other hand, to actually participate in building effective
predictive tools to be used in fisheries management, thus competing with fishery
biologists. The bioeconomic model was at the crossroads of these two ambitions.
However, it is easy to imagine how these two goals might have come into conflict in
the process of model building. The degree of abstraction, the need to be empirically
grounded, and even the choice of decision variables can differ widely between a heuristic
economic model and a more applied, predictive, policy-oriented one. The next
section explores how this tension was translated into the construction of the production
function.

III. FROM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FISHERIES TO A
BIOECONOMIC FUNCTION OF PRODUCTION

Gordon was able to label his model “bioeconomic” thanks to the consideration, in the
system of equations, of the fish population, via the variable P.However, a closer look at
Gordon’s previous work shows that this focus on fish populations was not something he
had developed from his earlier papers but rather represented a departure from his
previous method of analyzing fisheries. It is thus useful to reconstruct Gordon’s path
towards the formal analysis of production in fisheries, from his early empirical work in
1952, to understand howhe came to thismodeling choice and how far hismodel could be
considered integrated.

When looking at the development of the Prince Edward Island fishing industry,
Gordon already had in mind the need for an economic representation of fisheries
production processes. In his 1952 report, he distinguished three factors of production:
fishermen, their gear and equipment, and the “natural resources they attempt to exploit”
(Gordon 1952b, p. 15). There was a clear asymmetry in the analysis of these factors,
however: although human factors were precisely identified and measured, Gordon
remained vague about the importance of natural factors. He placed them outside the
scope of his analysis because theywere “primarily biological in nature” and hencewould
be better analyzed by biologists (p. 27). The only way Gordon alluded to their impor-
tance in the production process waswhen theywere identified as limiting production, for
instance in the lobster fishery, where catches were stagnating, in spite of the increase in
the quantity of other human factors of production employed (pp. 22–23, 30).

Starting with his 1953 article, Gordon formalized his work on fisheries production via
a mathematical function whose properties were central for his reasoning and the
demonstrations he made. Particularly interesting for us is the evolution of the justifica-
tion of these properties, between 1953 and 1954, that brings to light an ambiguity in the
biological foundations of the model.

In his 1953 article, Gordon assimilated the function that associated landings with
fishing intensity (the “landings function,” p. 444) to a production function for fisheries. It
was a function of one variable, the effort of fishing, that thus played the role of a factor of
production. Interestingly enough, Gordon gave no definition of the effort. It was actually
a concept that had beenwidely used for years in fishery science at the timeGordonwrote,
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being used to represent the intensity of fishing (see, for instance, Ricker 1940, 1944;
Schaefer 1943). In economic terms, it translated an aggregate of human factors of
production, that is to say, labor and capital: in other words, the fishermen and their gear
that Gordon studied statistically in 1952. Although the two factors were aggregated into
one variable, the production function presented in 1953 embodied a rather standard
vision of production, from capital and labor, and without an explicit representation of
natural resources as a factor of production.

He then discussed the properties of this function with graphical illustrations. Specif-
ically, he claimed that the function should have the same shape as “a standard ‘produc-
tion function’ of economic theory” and hence be subject to diminishing returns (at least
after a certain point) (Gordon 1953b, p. 444). All the graphs in his article then
represented landings functions that increased with a diminishing slope, i.e., concave
functions. This property of the function was actually crucial for his demonstration, since
the formal determination of the equilibrium rests upon the shapes of landings and cost
curves. Gordon therefore spent a large portion of his article on the justification of the
concavity of the function. In doing so, he insisted on making a clear distinction between
two possible justifications to this property: on the one hand, the reduction in the
total number of fish, which wouldmake each additional effort less successful in catching
fish; and, on the other hand, what he refers to as the “law of diminishing returns”
(pp. 444–446).

A brief article written by Gordon (1952a), and published one year earlier under the
title “On a Misinterpretation of the Law of Diminishing Returns in Marshall’s
Principles,” helps to make this distinction clearer. In this article Gordon pointed out
what seemed to him an inconsistency in Marshall’s work. According to Gordon,
Marshall took a slightly different definition of the law when he illustrated it with respect
to fisheries than he had with other examples. Marshall previously defined it as the
decrease in productivity when increasing only one factor, ceteris paribus. It is the
proportion of factors that changes as the first one is increased. However, when discuss-
ing fisheries, Marshall pointed out that, as the labor factor increased, another factor—the
number of fish in the sea—decreased, leading to a decrease in fishing productivity. The
ceteris paribus condition was not respected here, and the same law was expressed as a
result of a change in quantities of factors.7

Gordon thus drew a clear analytical distinction between the law of diminishing
returns and the retroaction of fishing on the productivity of fishing effort via the
reduction of the fish stock. And in his 1953 article, although he let the door open to
different explanations, Gordon chose to consider only the first as an explanation of the
concavity of the production function. Gordon assumed that the populationwas fixed, and
that diminishing returns were due to the law, that is to say the varying proportions of

7 In retrospect, however, Gordon’s critique of Marshall’s inconsistency does not seem fully convincing,
because it rests on the assumption that the natural factor of production at stake is fish.When one considers that
the natural factor of production at stake is, for instance, sea (a marine equivalent of land), Marshall’s
application of his law regains its consistency: the quantity of sea is fixed, and it is the application of a larger
proportion of other factors that results in a less-than-proportional increase in catches (via the reduction in fish
stocks). This critique of Gordon’s reasoning wasmentioned in the review by an anonymous referee that led to
a refusal of Gordon’s article in the Journal of Political Economy in 1950. Letter from E. J. Hamilton to H. S.
Gordon, December 15, 1950, Indiana University archives, H. Scott Gordon papers, box 2, folder “1947–
1958.”
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factors whenmore fishing effort was applied. The provenance of the diminishing returns
is thus not perfectly clear, since he did not give any indication of the precise mechanisms
that resulted in this decrease in productivity of effort. The only justification in the article
is a short reductio ad absurdum, eventually dropped in the 1954 article, that the law of
diminishing returns must apply in some way, otherwise an infinite quantity of fish could
be caught in a fixed area.

In the 1954 article, Gordon insisted again on the necessity of a “nonlinear”
(actually concave) function of production, so that the model can be analytically
solved, since “stable equilibrium requires that either the cost or the landings function
be nonlinear,” and he saw no obvious reason to consider costs that were not linear in
efforts (Gordon 1954, p. 137). Although this idea of concavity as a necessity for
analysis was already present in the 1953 article, a major difference may be noted
between the two papers. In 1954, Gordon claimed that the basis for this nonlinearity
was the “population effect,” that is to say the reduction of the fish population by
fishing, and no longer the law of diminishing returns. Although he still insisted on
making a clear analytical distinction between the two, this time he supposed that the
law of diminishing returns, understood in terms of proportion of factors, did not apply
to fisheries. Instead he “[assumed] that, as fishing effort expands, the catch of fish
increases at a diminishing rate but that it does so because of the effect of catch upon
the fish population” (p. 129).

The “population effect” was embodied in the algebraic model that was also added to
the 1954 article, with the introduction of the population variable P and an expression for
it. The first equation of the system reflects the fact that the equilibrium population is
diminished by fishing. The second expresses landings as a function of both effort and
population:

P = a�bL (6)

L = cEP (7)

The production (landings) function had now become a function of two variables,
representing biological and economic factors of production. And it was the combination
of this function with the first equation that gave the expression of the production as
depending only on fishing effort:

L =
caE

1þ cbE
(8)

This function is indeed concave: the formal property of the function had been turned
into a consequence of a hypothesis that comes from fishery science (the fact that fishing
negatively impacts the equilibrium fish population), rather than an assumption, which
comes from a general economic law for production. Our inquiry therefore allows us to
identify a reversal of Gordon’s justification of a formal property of his model that is
central to his demonstration, between 1953 and 1954. Although the concavity of the
function is deduced from assumptions (both biological and economic) in the 1954
algebraic model, we were able to show that the concavity preceded, in time, its final
justification. Our history of the construction of the model shows that the fish popula-
tion variable and the property that comes with it (the population effect) arrived in
extremis in Gordon’s analysis, when he finally decided to formalize it with an algebraic
model.
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This observation opens up the question of Gordon’s methodology, in terms of
integrated model building. More specifically, the consideration of the fish population
is what enables the model to be considered as bioeconomic, i.e., bringing together
biological and economic variables. This cross-cutting dimension can be said to be
substantial, since a biological variable, with a property apparently coming from fishery
science (population is diminished by fishing), is at the core of the model, with the
production function’s property deriving from it. However, our reconstruction of the
model-building process puts the idea of an integrated approach into perspective. The
methodology employed by Gordon to deal with halieutic resources did not seem
originally to build on any specific characteristic of the resource. He applied a generic
production model, as if the fishing industry was analogous to any other industry.
Gordon’s postulate on the form of the production relied on a generic economic law of
diminishing returns that originated in agricultural production analysis and was then
applied to various industries. Gordon’s methodology in his early work thus seems to be
primarily targeted towards providing a compact, synthetic, heuristic model for theoret-
ical exploration, where the concrete specificity of halieutic resources is set aside to make
room for a standard economic analysis of production. His position would thus be closer
to a tendency to reductionism ormethodological bias among economists when analyzing
natural resources that have their own complexity and that are not a priori economic
objects (Pottier 2014; Missemer 2017; Couix 2019). Although he did, eventually,
substitute a formal biological foundation for an economic one in his bioeconomic
model, Gordon did not explicitly comment on the inclusion of the fish population as a
core element of the model. He recognized the “population effect” as being better than a
more formal and abstract justification for the concavity of the production function, but
we cannot exclude the possibility that the introduction of a population equation was a
kind of ad hoc biological justification that hid Gordon’s prioritizing of heuristics over
predictive realism. Possibly, he saw this change as a way to legitimize his work in the
field of fishery biology, without having to reconsider his model. It can hence be viewed
as opportunistic and weaken the hypothesis that Gordon’s work contains a substantial
integrated modeling methodology. However, as we will see, the introduction of a
population variable would prove to be decisive for the later connection between
biologists’ research and Gordon’s.

IV. GORDON AND SCHAEFER: STATIC ECONOMICS AND
BIOLOGICAL DYNAMICS

Although Gordon’s model was built partly to compete with biologists in defining
fisheries management policy, its biological foundations do not appear as clearly as often
claimed via the presence of a function for population dynamics. As we have seen, the
model did contain an equation for the fish population, similar in this respect to the fishery
scientists’ model, but, in contrast, theirs were typically dynamic. The bioeconomic
model of 1954 is in fact static, since none of the five equations, already presented above,
are time-dependent. Gordon built on this static system for his demonstration with the
hypothesis that cost is a linear function of effort; landings and profit were expressed as
functions of one variable, the effort of fishing; and the model was analytically solved to
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determine the optimal effort. Gordon hence introduced no dynamics for the fish
population in his model—in particular, he did not rely on Schaefer’s equation, contrary
to what is often argued (for instance, by Munro 1992, p. 165; T. D. Smith 1994, p. 335;
Quinn 2008, p. 359;White 2008, p. 423). He took into consideration the population only
from a static viewpoint, via its equilibrium value. Gordon considered that the population
can be in equilibrium at any level between 0 and a, with fishing acting only to withdraw
fish, moving the population away from its maximum, as shown by equations (1)-(5).

One reason why Gordon did not integrate Schaefer’s research on population dynam-
ics into his model is that Gordon was, as far as we know, unaware of Schaefer’s work in
1953–54. A first draft of Schaefer’s “surplus production theory” was introduced in a
research report by Schaefer, Oscar Sette, and JohnMarr (1951), as part of their project on
the California sardine fishery, but it might not have been widely disseminated outside
fishery biologist communities, and Gordon made no reference to it in his work. The
theory was formally introduced by Schaefer in an article published in the Bulletin of the
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission in 1954. A letter sent by Gordon to Schaefer
a few months after the publication of his own 1954 article suggests that he had not read
this article before, since he asked for a copy of it, specifying that it was recommended by
Ricker, who was a mutual acquaintance.8

In contrast, Schaefer had read Gordon’s 1953 article in June 1954, as indicated by the
compliments addressed in the letter Schaefer sent in response to Gordon’s,9 and read the
Journal of Political Economy article in around May 1955.10 Schaefer recognized the
potential of Gordon’s model but also identified room for improvement and intended to
pursueGordon’s attempt bymaking his own contribution tofishery economics. He sent a
draft toGordon, asking for feedback in aroundMay 1956, and, after some exchanges that
did not lead to substantial changes to the core of the article, Schaefer had it published in
January 1957 in the Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada (where Gordon
published his 1953b and 1955 fisheries articles).11 Schaefer explicitly framed it as a
response to Gordon’s modeling attempt. He pointed out the fact that Gordon did not take
into account the biological specificity of the halieutic resources, not only their renew-
ability but their “autoregulatory” character, by not explicitly representing fish population
dynamics in his mathematical model (Schaefer 1957, p. 670). More precisely, Schaefer
criticized Gordon’s decision to focus on an equilibrium population and the way he
modeled it, by a linearly decreasing function of landings (p. 674). Schaefer therefore
proposed an algebraic model that addressed the limitations he identified, by integrating
into Gordon’s model an explicit dynamics for the fish population. The dynamic model

8 Letter from H. S. Gordon to M. B. Schaefer, June 10, 1954, Indiana University archives, H. Scott Gordon
papers, box 2, folder “1947–1958.”
9
“Your recent paper in the Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada impressed me as a most

valuable contribution.” Letter from M. B. Schaefer to H. S. Gordon, June 16, 1954, Indiana University
archives, H. Scott Gordon papers, box 2, folder “1947–1958.”
10 Schaefer sent a demand for reprint for this article inMay 1955. Since he did not attach any comments on the
paper to his request, we can assume that he had not yet read it. Letter from M. B. Schaefer to H. S. Gordon,
May 25, 1955, Indiana University archives, H. Scott Gordon papers, box 2, folder “1947–1958.”
11 We were able to find only Gordon’s response letter. Letter from H. S. Gordon to M. B. Schaefer, May
25, 1956, Milner B. Schaefer papers, Special Collections & Archives, UC San Diego Library, box 1, folder
10. Gordon and Schaefer exchanged at least five letters on this topic between May and July 1956, without
decisive impact on the published version.
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selected by Schaefer was based on previous research that identified the logistic curve as
an adequate model for population change (Schaefer, Sette, and Marr 1951; Schaefer
1954b, 1954a). This model was founded on the hypothesis that the population growth
rate depends only on the size of the population itself, following a dome-shaped curve. It
demonstrated a form of autoregulation within the population: the growth rate is null for a
population of zero individuals, maximal for a certain number of fish, and null againwhen
the number of fish reaches a maximum (set by the carrying capacity of the environment).
Schaefer translated it algebraically using a quadratic form (Schaefer 1957, p. 673):

dP

dt
= k1P M�Pð Þ (9)

withM themaximum population and k1 a constant. He then added the fishing effect as
a withdrawal of fish that hinders the growth of the population:

dP

dt
= k1P M�Pð Þ�L (10)

Schaefer, looking for potential equilibrium of exploitation, focused on situations
where the growth of the population was null, to obtain a simple equation linking
population and catches:

L = k1P M�Pð Þ (11)

This equilibrium equation is analogous to equations (1)-(5) in Gordon’s model and
can take its place in the system of equations to form a bioeconomic model based on a
biological dynamics. That is what Schaefer did in the rest of the 1957 article, which
allowed him to analyze the different possible equilibria of the fishery (depending on
what management objective is chosen) known today as Maximum Sustainable Yield
(MSY), Maximum Economic Yield (MEY), and Open-Access equilibrium (OA).12

The story of the coupling between biology and economics in the Gordon–Schaefer
model must thus be told in the opposite manner to that in which it is often presented. It
was not Gordon in 1954 but Schaefer three years later who integrated biological
dynamics into the economic model. He started from Gordon’s modeling work and
added the final touch to the bioeconomic model we know today under the name of
Gordon–Schaefer.

Since Gordon did not base his model on Schaefer’s logistic growth equation, it may
seem unexpected that Schaefer was so easily able to plug his dynamic equation into the
static economic model. As Schaefer stated in his article, they disagreed on one of the
basic assumptions of their models: the relationship between fish population and land-
ings. Gordon assumed that a fixed population was given every year and that fishing acted
as a withdrawal of fish, while Schaefer considered changes in population size as a
dynamic process, depending both on the present size of the population and on the fishing

12 Ricker, Graham,Holt, Russell, andBeverton had alreadymade notable contributions to the development of
MSY as a scientific concept at that time (T.D. Smith 1994; Finley 2011). But, as Carmel Finley (2009) shows,
Schaefer also contributed to the dissemination of MSY as a policy concept that was favored by the USA,
notably during the 1955 International Technical Conference on the Conservation of the Living Resources of
the Sea. In this regard, Schaefer might have viewed the connection of his model with an economic one,
published in a prestigious academic journal, as an opportunity to reinforce its scientific legitimacy. We thank
one of the reviewers for drawing our attention to this point.
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pressure. These conceptions led them to different representations of the landings-effort
curve: ever-increasing but at a diminishing rate for Gordon and dome-shaped for
Schaefer. Thus, a question of compatibility arises between two separately created
economic and biological models. What was the common denominator between them
that allowed such an easy connection?

To understand how this was possible, it is useful to turn first to a round table onfishery
economics organized by the Food andAgriculture Organization of the United Nations in
1956, which Gordon joined, and the proceedings of which were published one year later
(Turvey and Wiseman 1957). In particular, the paper presented by the Canadian
economist Anthony D. Scott helps to shed light on the link between Gordon and
Schaefer. Scott was familiar with Gordon’s work, since he published an article that
built on the 1954 model a year later (Scott 1955), but was also aware of Schaefer’s
ongoing work. He had read Schaefer’s draft, thanks to Gordon, and corresponded with
Schaefer about this work before the conference. At the round table, Scott presented a new
version of his 1955 model, where he substituted Schaefer’s relationship between effort
and landings for Gordon’s, built around the idea that the specificity of halieutic resource
was its capacity to renew itself at a natural rate that could vary according to biological
and environmental factors (including fishing). Scott had been convinced by his
exchanges with Schaefer that the latter’s model more accurately reflected the biological
dynamics, but he also realized how easy it was to make the substitution.13 During the
conference, Scott detailed his vision of the common ground between Gordon and
Schaefer’smodels by underlining the crucial implication of Schaefer’s biologicalmodel:
the fish population could be kept in equilibrium at any size, provided that the catch rate
equaled the growth rate. According to Scott, this idea, described as “equilibrium catch”
by Schaefer (1954b), was common to both Gordon’s and Schaefer’s work, allowing
compatibility between their models: “This is my understanding of the idea of ‘equilib-
rium catch’ implicit in Professor Gordon’s paper, loc. cit., p. 137, and expounded in
greater detail in ‘Some Aspects of the Dynamics of Population Important to the
Management of the Commercial Marine Fisheries’, by Milner B. Schaefer” (Scott
1957, p. 48n).

The concept can, indeed, be identified in Gordon’s article, when he described the
effect of fishing on population as simply moving a pre-existing ecological equilibrium
downwards: “If a species were in ecological equilibrium before the commencement of
commercial fishing, man’s intrusion would have the same effect as any other predator;
and that can only mean that the species population would reach a new equilibrium at a
lower level of abundance” (Gordon 1954, p. 128; emphasis added).

In Gordon’s model, this idea was translated by the first equation of the bioeconomic
system. The modeling of the equilibrium population linearly decreasing with catches
embodied the idea of equilibrium catch, as clearly stated in the page of Gordon’s article
that Scott refers to in his presentation: “a postulated catch … connotes an equilibrium
population in the biological ecosystem” (Gordon 1954, p. 137).

13
“With reference to my own article, I have experimented by putting your landings-population curve in the

northwest quadrant ofDiagram 1 at page 118. Thismakesmy diagram a good dealmore realistic.”Letter from
A. D. Scott toM. B. Schaefer, June 27, 1956,Milner B. Schaefer papers, Special Collections &Archives, UC
San Diego Library, box 1, folder 16.
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Schaefer’s equation that links landings and population fits Gordon’s model because
they both rely on the same hypothesis of the existence of an equilibrium possible for
every level of fishing. But if this idea is for Schaefer a corollary of a biological theory of
population dynamics, it appears as a hypothesis in Gordon’s work and there is no
apparent justification for it: as Scott (1957, p. 48n) pointed out, the idea of equilibrium
catch is only implicit in Gordon’s model. Gordon did not explicitly refer to any
biological theory that would justify the possibility of equilibrium catches at any level
of population, although he cited many fishery biologists in his article. He seemed to take
this idea of equilibrium as self-evident. Although this hypothesis in Gordon’s work
seems to question the biological foundations of his model, our inquiry allowed us to
track back a possible biological inspiration that would legitimize Gordon’s assumption:
in the work of the English biologist Edward S. Russell.

Russell was a pioneer of fishery science in the 1930s. He is best known for having
been one of the first to propose a formal algebraic breakdown of changes in fish stocks,
hence establishing the framework for various pieces of modeling work that occurred in
fishery science over the following decades. In Smith’s words he “[provided] a clear and
simple framework for using a priorimethods” (T. D. Smith 1994, p. 202). In the second
section of his 1954 article, Gordon cited Russell’s seminal article (Russell 1931), as well
as a collection of lectures entitled The Overfishing Problem (Russell 1942) in the same
footnote, as an illustration of the “‘modern formulation’ of the fisheries problem”

(Gordon 1954, p. 128). Although this reference does not provide direct evidence of
an important link between Russell’s theory and Gordon’s model, a letter sent by Gordon
in 1956 to Clyde C. Taylor, biologist and assistant chief of the North Atlantic Fishery
Investigations in the Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Department of the
Interior, enables us to identify quite a strong connection. In this letter, Gordon answered
a critique that he received from Taylor regarding the shortcomings of the biological side
of hismodel. In his response, the only reference to a biologist’swork that he puts forward
is Russell’s The Overfishing Problem, which he claims to have read before writing his
article.14

Reading Russell’s book is indeed enlightening, for it allows us to understand where
Gordon is likely to have found a biological assumption that legitimizes the focus on
equilibrium population and the use of a static method to model his bioeconomic system.
In the fourth lecture of the 1942 book, Russell discussed changes in a theoretical fish
population when affected by different factors (fishing, natural mortality, individual
growth, and recruitment). This lecture includes reflections that are very close to the
equilibrium catch idea as seen in Gordon’s article. More specifically, Russell claimed
that the population can be in equilibrium at any level, depending mainly on the intensity
of fishing: “It is obvious that a stock can be stabilised at different levels of density, and
that the level will depend mainly upon the rate of capture, since this is the factor that
mainly determines the age-distribution of the stock, through fishing mortality” (Russell
1942, p. 83). He developed this idea by describing the mechanisms behind the stabili-
zation of the population that occurs when the intensity of fishing changes: “Actually,
with any given capture rate, provided it is sufficiently great to be an important factor in

14 Letter from H. S. Gordon to C. C. Taylor, October 30, 1956, Indiana University archives, H. Scott Gordon
papers, box 2, folder “1947–1958.”
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mortality, we may expect rate of growth and average rate of recruitment to adjust
themselves to it, and the same will hold good of the rate of natural mortality” (Russell
1942, p. 84).

The idea of equilibrium catch as understood by Gordon’s model can thus be traced
back to the work of the biologist Russell. Moreover, there is a clear filiation between the
theoretical framework established by Russell and Schaefer’s modeling work. Indeed, as
Tim D. Smith (1994, p. 324) shows, Schaefer’s model is an attempt to build upon
Russell’s idea by formalizing, with a growth function, the adaptation of the growth rate
to the capture rate that allows an equilibrium to be maintained. The compatibility
between Gordon’s and Schaefer’s model, explained by the reliance on a common
concept of equilibrium catch, can therefore be linked to the inspiration they both found
in Russell’s work. The identification of a likely biological inspiration for Gordon’s
bioeconomic model is an important result, since it was not explicit in Gordon’s article,
and left open the question of its ex post compatibility with Schaefer’s biological work.
More precisely, the fact that Gordon took the fish population as a variable in his model
and included an equation for the action of fishing upon the population constituted an
obvious first step toward formal compatibility with the biologists’ model. But a more
substantial compatibility was needed to allow for a simple substitution of Gordon’s
population equation for another one: that is exactly what Russell’s theory provided.

V. HEURISTICS VS. PREDICTION: GORDON’S FINAL TAKE ON
FISHERY ECONOMICS

When we consider again Gordon’s model-building methodology, our inquiry into the
inspiration behind his consideration of population leads to an original conclusion.
Gordon did not take a ready-to-use, already formalized theory of the effect of fishing
upon fish populations and plug the equation in his model—in fact, he created his own
equation. Hence, Gordon’s modeling work cannot be described as an operation of
simply coupling biological and economic equations, since he most likely made up his
own equation to represent a biological assumption.

In retrospect, this methodology is all the more intriguing given that there were ready-
to-use theories available for Gordon to build a coupled bioeconomic model at the time.
Indeed, it seems that Gordon was aware of contemporary literature in fishery biology
when he conceived his article. Many of the authors he cited in his article had by that time
proposed formalized theories for the dynamics of exploited populations that could have
formed the basis of a mathematized economic model. Russell’s first general algebraic
formulation of the breakdown of population change was already more than twenty years
old (Russell 1931), and other fishery scientists that Gordon read, such as Ricker and
Thompson, but also Raymond J. H. Beverton and Michael Graham, had built more
detailed formalized models on this basis. These models shared the general assumptions
of fishery sciences (a focus on the fish population rather than the individual fish, a
utilitarian vision of the fish as a potential catch) and a mathematical formalism that made
them compatible with economic modeling. Considering the state of the art in fishery
biology at the time and the proliferation of theories that built on Russell’s framework, we
must explainGordon’s choice ofmathematically translating a concept based on previous
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work in fishery biology. We turn to two complementary explanations that can help us to
understand this aspect of Gordon’s model-building methodology.

First, if Gordon did search for the best population equation, the complexity of
mathematical dynamics equations might have acted as a deterrent to his ambition of
providing a compact model for economic theorization. At the time, population models
taken from fishery biology could be mathematically sophisticated and not easily
translated into readable and tractable forms: Beverton’s work, for instance, relied on
complex integral calculus. Gordon’s aim when building his heuristic economic model
might have pushed him to search for the most compact expression. In Gordon’s
previously quoted letter to Taylor, in response to the biologist’s invitation to consider
some modeling work he did, inspired by Beverton, Gordon explicitly stated his confu-
sion regarding the complexity of population dynamics models—including Russell’s
simpler equation—and his intention to rely on “simplifying concepts”:

Since publishing the paper to which you refer, I have become increasingly more
conscious of the fact that defining the optimum level of exploitation in the fishing
industry is a far more complex thing than my paper suggests. … I had read Russell on
The Overfishing Problem before writing my paper, but I think I did not fully appreciate
the complexities indicated by his equations. … I am hoping some day to make some
further headway in the theoretical formulation of the fisheries problem, but I think we
need some sort of simplifying concept (possibly Beverton’s eumetric fishing) and at the
moment I do not see much light.15

Notwithstanding themathematical complexity of the biological theories of the time, it
is unlikely that Gordon actually reviewed them in order to integrate the most appropriate
one into themodel. Aswe have seen previously, the focus onfish populations arrived late
in Gordon’s work and was not considered from the beginning as a central point for the
analysis, i.e., Gordon’s 1954 model was not integrated. What mattered for the demon-
stration of the dissipation of the rent was the shape of the production function. When he
changed the justification to account for the “population effect,” he probably sought the
mathematical expression that would embody this mechanism in the clearest way, a
linearly decreasing function, without seeking the most realistic function in the fishery
science literature. The idea of equilibrium catch, probably found in Russell’s work, was
the “simplifying concept” that was sufficient for Gordon to legitimize the form he built
for the population equation. This method—translating one of the core assumptions into
the purest mathematical form—matched his heuristic goal with the model. It was
effective, in the sense that Gordon’s model could be used to identify the lack of property
rights as the source of rent dissipation and hence poverty among the too numerous
fishermen—which he initially observed in the field. In that respect, Gordon’s work
mirrored what other economists were doing at that time, e.g., Robert M. Solow and Paul
A. Samuelson’s work inmacroeconomics, where compacity and simplicity were viewed
as a virtue of models (Boumans 2001; Cherrier 2023).

In the end, it seems that, in the tension between the two ambitions of Gordon’s model,
the balance eventually tipped in favor of heuristic economic theorization rather than

15 Letter from H. S. Gordon to C. C. Taylor, October 30, 1956, Indiana University archives, H. Scott Gordon
papers, box 2, folder “1947–1958.”
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predictive public-policy fisheries management, based on up-to-date fishery biology. As
Marcel Boumans and Mary S. Morgan (2001) have noted, in modeling as in material
experiments, there is a trade-off between the control that can be exercised over themodel
or experiment and the possibility of inference about the world via its manipulation. In
that regard, simplifying assumptions like Gordon’s render the model more flexible as a
heuristic device and thus fruitful for constructing theories but at the same time can limit
its applicability. Gordon had certainly thought about the next step that would render his
model applicable, by calibrating it with additional econometric work. However, he did
not pursue this line of research, and one may wonder whether the calibration could have
been possible with Gordon’s assumption about fish population dynamics at the core of
the model. Gordon’s ambition for a future calibration of his compact model reminds us
of what Boumans (2001, p. 449) says about later modeling tradition: “economists, after a
century of mathematical modeling, now prefer very simple mechanisms with the faith
that they will be calibrated in the future.”

Nonetheless, Schaefer’s a posteriori biological foundations eventually reopened the
door for the predictive, applied aim of the model. It is interesting in that regard to notice
that Gordon finally approved the substitution of the logistic model for his population
equation: although he did not seem convinced by Schaefer’s curve when they first
corresponded,16 at the round table in Rome, when Scott presented the coupling of his
model with Schaefer’s, Gordon said that the “curve (rate of growth of population of a fish
stock of a given species) was much closer to the latest biological theory than were earlier
ones” (Turvey andWiseman 1957, p. 59). Maybe this recognition was related to the fact
that Schaefer’s curve allowed the model to become more realistic, and more likely to
become a tool for actual management of fisheries, but without losing its compactness,
maneuverability, and hence its heuristic properties. Containing both of its qualities, the
integrated model, under the name of Gordon–Schaefer, could then be the basis of both
theoretical work in economics (notably in fishery economics, but more generally in
natural resource economics, with the dynamicmodel of natural resources exploitation by
Vernon L. Smith [1968], for instance) and applied work for fisheries management, with
complexification on both the biological and the economic side, thanks notably to the
work of Colin W. Clark (1976) and his handbook Mathematical Bioeconomics.

VI. CONCLUSION

Environmental and natural resource economists have been trying to build integrated
models for decades, offering much promise for the cross-fertilization of knowledge but
also carrying many uncertainties and imperfections with respect to the balance between
socio-economic variables and ecological imperatives. Integrated models are, like all
others, subject to controversies regarding their level of abstraction and realism, and
regarding their different functions as “mediators” between theory and policy implemen-
tation. Exploring these models’ roots and understanding their origins and how their
designers established them are most valuable in illuminating these controversies.

16 Letter fromH. S. Gordon toM. B. Schaefer, May 25, 1956,Milner B. Schaefer papers, Special Collections
& Archives, UC San Diego Library, box 1, folder 10.
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Based on a thorough inquiry into Howard Scott Gordon’s work, this paper sheds new
light on one of the most widely used integrated models in the environmental and natural
resource economics literature: the Gordon–Schaefer fishery model. We showed that the
construction of the model was marked by a twofold ambition: in addition to his desire to
make a heuristic theoretical argument applicable to natural resource economics, Gordon
aimed to compete with fishery biologists in the definition of predictable fisheries
management objectives. We showed that his initial bioeconomic model could not be
viewed as an example of integrated modeling. Rather, we found that biology and
economics were intertwined at different points in Gordon’s work, but the 1954 model
appeared to be mainly heuristic, economically speaking, with biology playing a limited
role, mostly via a formal contribution. We found that the representation of the effect of
fishing on the fish population in the model, supposedly central to justifying the formal
property of the production function in the 1954 model, actually arrived in extremis in
Gordon’s work, as a replacement for an economic law. However, we showed that this
formal change in Gordon’s reasoning was important for the integration of a biological
dynamics into the model by Schaefer three years later, resulting in the bioeconomic,
integrated model as we know it today. We also identified a likely biological inspiration
for Gordon’s modeling in the work of Russell, which helped us to understand the
substantial compatibility with Schaefer’s model but also raised questions about Gor-
don’s methodology regarding the selection of biological theories.

Our new perspective on the history of the construction of Gordon’s bioeconomic
model opens up several questions regarding integrated model building and shows why
telling the story of how these models are built matters from both methodological and
historical viewpoints. It allows us first to challenge the a posteriori vision of a problem—

free, non-conflictual integration between separate but consistent disciplinary models.
Although wemay seek ideal cases of models conceived as coupled right from the outset,
with symmetrical roles between social and natural scientists (MacLeod and Nagatsu
2016), it appears that integrated models are more likely to be the result of a more
idiosyncratic and contingent process, with associated tensions between disciplines. The
“trading zone,” which we mentioned in the introduction, is thus not always a starting
point, i.e., an a priori ground for fruitful collaboration. Rather, models can be assembled
in a disorderly way, and only later be considered as integrated. The emerging “trading
zone” then appears as necessarily unbalanced, as one discipline was more influential
than others at early stages of model building. This might be an explanation for later
difficulties in interdisciplinary dialogue.

This result is probably applicable not only to Gordon’s model and other initiatives in
fishery economics but also to other natural resource and environmental economics
models, including integrated assessment models in climate economics, as soon as the
articulation of different bodies of knowledge is required. The history of integrated
models is crucial in unraveling the disciplinary arrangements that govern the economic
analysis of the ecological transition.
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